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The Definition of Wilderness: pushing The Definition of Wilderness: pushing 
true wilderness into the frontline!true wilderness into the frontline!



WILD 10 Vision for a wilder EuropeWILD 10 Vision for a wilder Europe

- a wildlife comeback

Two themes written in to the Vision documents

- a new management paradigm

What do these themes mean for European wilderness?What do these themes mean for European wilderness?

planned/unplanned?

ancestral or substitute species?

what�s new about it?

what was the original paradigm?

is it eco-literate?

passive or active?

is it freeing natural processes? is it historically illiterate?

restoration of native vegetation?



Wildlife comeback (unplanned)

Chernobyl 27 years on

vegetation restoring



Wildlife comeback - unplanned freeing of natural processes

Trophic cascades in Chernobyl



Przewalski's horses (Equus ferus przewalskii)
released into the zone in 1998 from the 
captive population in Askania-Nova 
Biosphere Reserve, Ukraine

Bison (Bison bonasus) introduced 1996 in 
to Poleski State Radiation and Ecological 
Reserve (Belarus area of exclusion zone)

Chernobyl
Wildlife comeback by introduction

Which animal has the greater claim to wild ancestry?Which animal has the greater claim to wild ancestry?

(Population not increasing. Poaching? Predation?)

Can free-ranging overcome the genetic degeneration from millennia of 
domestication, returning them to the behaviours and instincts of wild animals?



Forest of Letea, Romania
�Wildlife� comeback by animal abandonment

-abandoned horses damaging a strictly 
protected forest (IUCN Cat. Ia)(see
browse line threatening lianas)

- improperly called �wild horses�

- NGOs see the feral horses as a tourist 
attraction

Is this a freeing of natural processes?Is this a freeing of natural processes?



�The wilderness area
The world upside down: Although the bison herd 
is separated by a fence from the 
visitors. Nevertheless, the illusion is rapidly 
created that it is the huge animals that move 
freely in the midst of their wild life area - and 
not man. These are the claims and aims of 
"Bison Wilderness Rothaarsteig"

Ranger diary 11 - 17 June 2012

Bison world, Germany
Wildlife comeback as tourist attraction

5 bison released into 20ha tourist �wilderness 
area� enclosure, 10 into larger, private  forest 
area in 2013

Is this a freeing of natural processes?Is this a freeing of natural processes?



Reserva Biol�gica Campanarios de Azaba, Spain
�Wildlife� comeback through introducing substitute species

July 2012, 24 Retuerta horses and 6 Sayaguesa cattle (one bull, 5 cows) were released into 
a 522ha wood pasture farm (dehesas) to �turn it into a nature reserve�

Is this a freeing of natural processes?Is this a freeing of natural processes?



Protection of Natural Conditions
- the original paradigm in Europe

Secondary wildernessSecondary wilderness is the reality of contemporary wilderness in Europe, and is the reality of contemporary wilderness in Europe, and 
is the outcome from a period ofis the outcome from a period of ecological restoration under strict protectionecological restoration under strict protection

-- ��They must first reThey must first re--create natural conditions create natural conditions 
through long periods of protectionthrough long periods of protection��

American botanist Harvey Hall studied the 
flora of Yosemite. He travelled Europe in 1928 
to learn about National Parks and reserves 
here. His observations hold true today:

Journal of Forestry 27 (1929) 667-684

-Europe was taking a scientific approach to setting up Parks, in contrast to aesthetic 
and recreational values in America
-Europe �no longer had extensive natural areas to protect�

a freeing of natural processesa freeing of natural processes



A Swiss National Park is established in which the entire animal and 
plant life is left to free and natural development, and is protected 
from any human influence. The whole Park is placed under scientific 
observation
Federal Decree on the establishment of a Swiss National Park in the Lower Engadine April 1914

A great experiment in wilderness creationA great experiment in wilderness creation
A great "naturalising trial" will be conducted there. To 
follow all the stages of this naturalising, this return to the 
original condition, this "retrograde succession" to the most 
in depth, is a principal object of scientific observation and 
must extend naturally to a very long period
Prof. Carl Schr�ter , 1920

�a sanctuary for animals and plants, as far as possible excluded 
from any human impact, an area in which for 100 years there would 
be no economic use from forestry, grazing and hunting, and where
no axe, nor the sound of shooting would be heard�..
�.the hope that animal species extinct in historical times in our
country, will migrate back into the total sanctuary�
Dr Walter Bissegger, National Council March 1914

Swiss National Park (IUCN Cat. Ia)
-- 100 years of exclusion from human impact100 years of exclusion from human impact



Wildlife comeback (planned) 
� mammals and vegetation

Red deer chamois ibex
1918 12 1,000 60
1925 90 1,250 190
2013 1,818 1,388 257

Species counts � Red deer

Forest regeneration in valleys, tree-line moves up
-alpine meadows overgrazed by Red deer, field mice 
numbers down, less prey for foxes and raptors
-forest regeneration in valleys setback by herbivores

A lack of natural control mechanismsA lack of natural control mechanisms �� trophictrophic cascadescascades



Single migrants living 2010-12

25th February 2008: lynx in SNP captured and 
fitted with a transmitter. Walked into Italy.

Wolf living in Pigniu, Surselva � 40km from SNP

Wildlife comeback (hoped for!)
�Yet one thing is certain: The wolf finds in Switzerland a richly laid table: In recent 
centuries, the number of red deer was hardly ever as high as today� � SNP 2009

First bear in SNP for 100 years � photo  28 July 2005

SN
P

SN
P

�There will be no organised re-introduction of the bear, 
lynx or wolf in the National Park. Any individuals of 
these species that migrate into the Park will be most 
welcome and will be afforded total protection within 
the Park�s boundaries� - SNP 



Retaining the �natural condition� at N�rholm Hede, Denmark
Wildlife comeback over 100 years (planned and studied)
Restoration of vegetation:
-grazing stopped in 1895
-350ha designated a nature reserve in 1913
-owner requested that it be kept it in its �natural 
condition� . No human intervention since
-fixed plots set up in 1921 to study vegetation 
changes and forest succession
-tree numbers increasing exponentially, with a 
doubling time of about 10 years
-IUCN Cat. Ib

forest succession 1921-1995



- deer rarely seen on open heathland of a century 
ago (1 roe deer in 1900)
- both Red and roe deer migtated into N�rholm
Hede as woodland re-colonisation progressed
- 130 roe deer and 35 red deer observed in 2005
- study in 2010 to analyze the relationship between 
the number of deer and young tree saplings
- deer/Km2 calculated from presence of deer tracks 
and deer pellets

Deer return to N�rholm Hede
Wildlife comeback over 100 years (planned and studied)

Inverse relation between 
amount of pellets found and 
trees <0.5m high

Where are the wolves?Where are the wolves?



Wolf sightings 2007-2013 Red deer fawn occurrence 1995-2003

Potential wolf breeding areas in Denmark in 2020
Wildlife comeback (planned and studied)

fawn observed
not present

Wolves in Denmark - what 
can we expect? Feb 2013

potential breeding areas 
for wolf

forest > 5,000ha

Natural processes observed at large scaleNatural processes observed at large scale

NHNH NHNH NHNH



Future wilderness in Brandenburg, Germany
Wildlife comeback planned at large scale

Wolf packs in 
Brandenburg to 2012

- three ex-military training areas strictly protected from 2000
- natural dynamics through non-intervention coupled with 
monitoring successional changes, other plants and animals
- new wilderness seen as core areas in an ecological corridor 
that stretches to border with Poland
- 12.7Km2 added to Germany�s target of 2% wilderness by 
2020

Wolves caught in a camera trap in Lieberose 2010 
� at least 3 wolf cubs born since thenat least 3 wolf cubs born since then

Wolf management 
plan, Brandenburg 
2013-2017



Wildlife comeback from the East
Wolf sub-populations and the expansion into NW Europe

-wolf population grown to about 20,000

-10 subpopulations with constraints on 
mixing

- German- West Poland  group probably 
from the Baltic group, not Carpathian

-wolves in Denmark came from Germany

- July 2013: animal strongly resembling a 
wolf was hit and killed by a car near the 
town of Luttelgeest in the Netherlands

WWF Deutschland 2012

Luttelgeest



TrophicTrophic cascades in placecascades in place
�� the natural condition, the original paradigm,the natural condition, the original paradigm, the true wildernessthe true wilderness

??

?? ?? ??

??
??

PAN ParkPAN Park��s European Wilderness s European Wilderness 
Preservation SystemPreservation System

European wilderness continuum 
map - N2000 sites lynx + bear + wolf

Co-location of system directing species
Wolf, lynx and bear in the Carpathian and Dinaric mountains

?? ??

Serbia

Kosovo
Montenegro

Poland



A WILDERNESS CONVENTION FOR EUROPE

Support the Congress resolution on a Wilderness Support the Congress resolution on a Wilderness 
Convention and the EWPSConvention and the EWPS

Wilderness is a powerful and inspirational means 
of appreciating wild nature that comes from 
having a common understanding

A Wilderness Convention for Europe gets around 
not having the word in protected area legislation 
or in all European languages

The Framework Convention will have a Protocol 
for wilderness based on the strict protection 
across Europe

Wilderness identified through the Convention 
can join the European Wilderness Preservation 
System


